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This study examined early behavioral outcomes among young children of alcoholics (COAs) as a function of differences in subtype of paternal alcoholism. Participants were 212 children (106 girls and 106 boys, ages 3 through 8) and both of their biological parents. Families were characterized as antisocial alcoholics, nonantisocial alcoholics, and nonalcoholic controls. There were significant familial subtype group differences on parent report measures of children's total behavior problems, externalizing behavior, and internalizing behavior, and on measures of children's intellectual functioning and academic achievement. In all instances, COAs had poorer functioning than controls. In the behavior problem domain, but not for the domain of intellectual functioning, children from antisocial alcoholic families had greater problems than children from nonantisocial alcoholic families. In addition to the subtype effects, boys had higher levels of behavior problems than girls in all three areas, and older children had more internalizing problems than younger children. Maternal functioning pertaining to lifetime alcohol problem involvement and antisocial behavior also contributed to child subtype differences in internalizing behavior. Results indicate that, even at very early ages, male and female COAs are heterogeneous populations that are distinguishable by way of familial subtype membership, as well as distinguishable from their non-COA peers. Thus, findings underscore the need to consider the heterogeneity of alcoholism when looking at its effects on child development.
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In trying to understand the etiology of alcoholism, a central methodological strategy is to study individuals who are at high risk for the disorder. Children of alcoholics (COAs) are a high-risk population. Reviews of the literature indicate that male and female COAs are more likely to become alcoholic than children with nonalcoholic parents. This risk is higher for male COAs. In addition to alcohol problems, male and female COAs have been shown to be at elevated risk for other biological, psychological, and social difficulties. However, many individual COAs do not develop significant problems either as children or adults. Thus, there has been an increased emphasis on trying to elucidate factors that increase or decrease risk in COAs. The study of these individual differences has already provided evidence for early developmental problems that may ultimately prove to be pathways into later alcoholism.

The extant literature on subtypes has also clearly demonstrated that alcoholism is a heterogeneous disorder. Observed differences among alcoholic subtypes clearly suggest different developmental pathways and different biopsychosocial processes involved in their creation. There is also evidence that these pathways and processes are different for women than for men. Although studying COAs is a means of identifying early developmental issues that are linked to future alcohol-related problems, as well as other difficulties, a shortcoming of previous investigations has been their reliance on samples of males. Moreover, studies that included female COAs have often failed to analyze the data for potential gender differences (e.g., Refs. 20 and 21). Some studies, however, have investigated gender differences with results, suggesting at least some gender differences among COAs. Specifically, risk factors within the family environment were found to have a larger role in the functioning of sons than daughters among children, whereas family history of alcoholism showed greater effects for women than men in a college-aged sample. Still lacking, though, is the possible contribution of alcoholism subtype variation within families as a potential source of risk variation within children.

The present study is one of a series that explores this issue within the context of a cumulative/nesting theory for the aggregation of parental and familial risk. The theory posits that, as risk at the parental and familial level aggregates, a variety of pathways produce aggregation of child risk. This, in turn, leads to the eventual emergence of the adult outcome of alcohol-related difficulties.

The work began with the observation that one of the major differentiating characteristics of the adult alcoholic phenotype is the presence or absence of high lifetime levels of antisocial involvement. A variety of co-occurring at-
ttributes have been observed using this subtyping strategy, including differences in level of severity of alcoholic symptomatology, differences in other psychopathology and measures of nonalcoholic life course adaptation, and family pedigree variations that reflected potential differences in heritability of the disorder. This subtyping strategy, with some minor variation, is close to the one pertaining to differences between alcoholism with sociopathy (or antisocial personality disorder), type B alcoholism, and their nonantisocial variants. However, the subtyping scheme we used more explicitly contained a developmental stipulation; namely, that subtyping had to be made on the basis of the presence of a high-level history of antisocial involvement in both childhood and adulthood. Men with this pattern of alcoholism and co-occurring high life-course antisociality were categorized as antisocial alcoholics (AALS), and those without such a history were classified as nonantisocial alcoholics (NAALs).

Although this subtyping approach is similar to one based on an adult diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder, it approaches the problem developmentally. It also takes into account a theory concerning the processes of acquisition of alcohol abuse-dependence with this particular type of comorbidity. These processes include the development of patterns of rule-breaking, troublemaking, and early peer involvement, which introduce the person to a deviant peer network and sustain the deviant behavior once it is in place. On those grounds, the theory also posits that deviant peer associations should lead to an assortative pattern of mating among such men, and the concomitant development of different patterns of parenting between the men and their partners. In turn, this pattern creates earlier and greater psychosocial impairment among their offspring, which evolves into an earlier and more problematic course of alcohol and other drug involvement later in childhood. If this conceptual base is correct, the antisocial-nonantisocial distinction among these men would be an effective marker for familial aggregation of risk and, ultimately, for child differences in risky behavior.

Two parallel studies by our group have provided evidence that the familial structure in AAL families, in fact, differs from that of both NAALs and nonalcoholic control families. In AAL families, the perceptions of spouses were more blaming and distrusting, there was greater marital conflict, and the communication patterns for problem-solving were less effective. The next step was to test the theory relating to aggregation of risk in spouses of AAL versus NAAL men, as well as to examine whether differences in child functioning in AAL, NAAL, and control families could be established. This work was conducted on families from the first wave of the ongoing Michigan State University–University of Michigan (MSU-UM) Longitudinal Study, a prospective, high-risk study of the development of alcohol abuse/dependence, other drug problems, and related life difficulties that began with preschool-aged boys and both of their biological parents (Zucker et al. unpublished data). Because the study originally recruited boys, with a girls' component added later, earlier reports from the study have only been able to focus on the boys and their parents. In that work, (Ellis et al. unpublished data) risk factors for child behavior problems were more strongly aggregated in AAL than in NAAL or control families. Even though these families had only been selected for risk by way of the father's alcoholism, AAL families had higher levels of parent psychopathology among mothers as well as fathers, more family aggression, a denser family history of alcoholism, and more difficult child temperament among their offspring. In addition, the boys from these AAL families also experienced the highest levels of behavior problems (both externalizing and internalizing), with one-fifth of the boys identified as having clinically significant behavioral impairment. Boys from NAAL families generally occupied an intermediary risk status in behavioral impairment and did not differ from boys from control families on a number of contrasts (e.g., internalizing behavior and hyperactivity).

The current study extends this work by: (1) adding the study of girls in these families, (2) extending the evaluation of child functioning into the early school years, and (3) exploring potential gender differences. The goal of this research is to detail early developmental pattern variations that might lead to future behavioral difficulty. It is the first known study to investigate potential differential effects relating to paternal alcoholic subtype on both male and female children. Given the already noted differences between AAL, NAAL, and control families, it was hypothesized that child risk should model differences already observed between the parents and involve higher levels of behavior problems, lower performance on measures of executive functioning (e.g., IQ), and poorer performance on measures of school achievement for children from AAL, compared with NAAL and control, families.

METHODS

Participants

The present sample is a subset of 212 families drawn from the larger MSU-UM Longitudinal Study that allows the contrast of gender differences. Table 1 shows the sample, which consists of all families in the larger project having a female child between the ages of 3 through 5 (n = 106), and a matched sample of boys (matched in terms of Risk Group Status within each Age Cohort based on fathers' alcoholism and antisociality criteria) randomly selected from the remainder of recruited families having a boy between the ages of 3 through 5 (n = 106). Although all the female target children (FTCs) in the present study have brothers also involved in the data collection process of the larger project, none of the 212 children participating in the current study include brothers and sisters. This selection procedure eliminates bias that might result from having children in the study sharing common environmental and genetic influences. Girls were categorized as coming from AAL, NAAL, or control families based on criteria described under "Alcoholic Subtype." In selecting the boys for inclusion in the present sample, all 3- through 5-year-old boys from AAL families in the larger study were identified, and 14 boys
who did not have a sister in the sample were randomly selected (to parallel wave, although all of the older boys (6 through 8 years of age) in the biological full sibling of the MTC being studied. Where we sampled. Given the extensive literature demonstrating a sub-

whereas 74 were nonalcoholic controls. All families were Caucasian, whereas the presence of significant alcohol problems during adulthood. In the remain-

Parental Alcoholism. All parents completed the Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (SMAST), the Diagnostic Interview Schedule- Version III (DIS), and the Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire. The SMAST is a well-validated screening inventory used to assess alcohol problems, consisting of 13 items with “Yes”/“No” responses. The DIS is a structured diagnostic interview that allows trained lay interviewers to gather extensive information about physical, alcohol-related, and drug-related symptoms, as well as other areas of psychiatric symptomatology. Although the entire DIS was administered to each parent, only the information from the alcohol section was used in this study.

Parental Alcoholism. All parents completed the Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (SMAST), the Diagnostic Interview Schedule-Version III (DIS), and the Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire. The SMAST is a well-validated screening inventory used to assess alcohol problems, consisting of 13 items with “Yes”/“No” responses. The DIS is a structured diagnostic interview that allows trained lay interviewers to gather extensive information about physical, alcohol-related, and drug-related symptoms, as well as other areas of psychiatric symptomatology. Although the entire DIS was administered to each parent, only the information from the alcohol section was used in this study.

The Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire gathers information about the informant’s alcohol/other drug use and problems. Here also, only information from the alcohol section was used for the present work. This section focuses on the amount of alcohol consumption in the past 6 months. In the Lifetime Version of this instrument (given at the time the family entered the study), the questionnaire also inquires about the largest amount of alcohol consumed during a 24-hr period at any point in the participant's life. Finally, the instrument asks the participant whether she has experienced various problems as a result of alcohol use and, if so, the frequency of these problems.

A diagnosis of alcohol abuse/dependence was made by a trained clinician using DSM-IV criteria based on information provided on the Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire (Zucker et al. unpublished questionnaire), the SMAST, and the DIS. A positive lifetime diagnosis for alcoholism was made if the individual met at least DSM-IV alcohol abuse criteria during their children’s lives. In the current study, 138 of the 212 families had a father meeting such criteria, and these families comprised the two alcoholic groups. Nine other fathers met alcohol abuse/dependence criteria, but all drinking problems had ceased by the age of 22, and no children had been born by this point. These nine families fit the Developmentally Limited Alcoholism subtype described by Zucker and were therefore classified as controls, rather than alcoholics, because of the absence of significant alcohol problems during adulthood. In the remaining 65 families, neither parent had ever met abuse nor dependence criteria. These families comprised the remainder of the control group.

Table 1. No. of AAL, NAAL, and Control Families Across Ages 3–8 (n = 212)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Group</th>
<th>AAL</th>
<th>NAAL</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentages in the table are the percentage of Risk Group families for that target child age period (i.e., individual cell n/Age Cohort n).

Procedure

Data were collected by trained project staff who were blind to family diagnostic status. Due to the large amount of data collected, a number of contacts with the family were necessary. This number differed, dependent on the age of the target child. The visits involved ~9 to 10 hr of contact time with each parent and 7 hr of contact time with each target child. Contacts included questionnaire sessions, semistructured interviews, and interactive tasks. The measures used in the present study are the subset of these instruments pertaining to issues of child problem behavior, cognitive functioning, and academic achievement. Most of the contacts occurred in the families' homes, although one contact for the interactional assessment occurred on the university campus. Special arrangements were also made to collect data from families that had relocated from the study's original recruitment site. No families have been lost to the study through relocation, although 1% of the parents (all fathers) have died since the study's inception.

Parent Measures. Family Demographics. Demographic information came from a questionnaire assessing education, occupation, family income, parents' occupation, and marital history. Because data from different families were collected during the interval between 1985 and 1996, family income has been adjusted for inflation to 1996 dollars using the Gross Domestic Product Implicit Price Deflator Index. Socioeconomic status (SES) of participants was calculated using the Duncan TSEI Socioeconomic Index, an occupationally based measure of social prestige. Significant evidence exists in the sociological literature to suggest that occupation, not income or education, is the optimal indicator of SES and that the perceived prestige of an occupation best captures its underlying socioeconomic dimension. To obtain a measure of SES that would best capture the environment of the target child, family SES was calculated using an average of the mother's and father's SES when both parents worked, and the employed parent's score when only one parent worked. Special scores reflecting the lowest possible Duncan ratings were used for families in which neither parent was employed.

Parental Alcoholism. All parents completed the Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (SMAST), the Diagnostic Interview Schedule-Version III (DIS), and the Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire. The SMAST is a well-validated screening inventory used to assess alcohol problems, consisting of 13 items with “Yes”/“No” responses. The DIS is a structured diagnostic interview that allows trained lay interviewers to gather extensive information about physical, alcohol-related, and drug-related symptoms, as well as other areas of psychiatric symptomatology. Although the entire DIS was administered to each parent, only the information from the alcohol section was used in this study.

The Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire gathers information about the informant’s alcohol/other drug use and problems. Here also, only information from the alcohol section was used for the present work. This section focuses on the amount of alcohol consumption in the past 6 months. In the Lifetime Version of this instrument (given at the time the family entered the study), the questionnaire also inquires about the largest amount of alcohol consumed during a 24-hr period at any point in the participant's life. Finally, the instrument asks the participant whether she has experienced various problems as a result of alcohol use and, if so, the frequency of these problems.

A diagnosis of alcohol abuse/dependence was made by a trained clinician using DSM-IV criteria based on information provided on the Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire (Zucker et al. unpublished questionnaire), the SMAST, and the DIS. A positive lifetime diagnosis for alcoholism was made if the individual met at least DSM-IV alcohol abuse criteria during their children’s lives. In the current study, 138 of the 212 families had a father meeting such criteria, and these families comprised the two alcoholic groups. Nine other fathers met alcohol abuse/dependence criteria, but all drinking problems had ceased by the age of 22, and no children had been born by this point. These nine families fit the Developmentally Limited Alcoholism subtype described by Zucker and were therefore classified as controls, rather than alcoholics, because of the absence of significant alcohol problems during adulthood. In the remaining 65 families, neither parent had ever met abuse nor dependence criteria. These families comprised the remainder of the control group.

Antisocial Behavior. The Antisocial Behavior Checklist (ASB) was used to assess antisocial behavior (Zucker and Noll unpublished data).
The ASB is a 46-item revision of an earlier antisocial behavior inventory used in the Rutgers Community Study that has been modified so that items are also salient for adult antisocial activity. The questionnaire measures the frequency of the parent's participation in a variety of aggressive and antisocial activities. Antisocial behavior is measured in both childhood (e.g., being suspended or expelled from school for fighting, lying to parents, running away from home for more than a day) and adulthood (e.g., defaulting on a debt, being fired for absenteeism, resisting arrest) domains.

A series of reliability and validity studies (Zucker et al. unpublished data) with populations ranging from male and female college students to male and female jail inmates, has shown that the instrument has adequate test-retest reliabilities (0.91 over 4 weeks) and internal consistency reliability ($\alpha = 0.93$). The instrument differentiates between individuals with long histories of antisocial behavior (e.g., prisoners) versus individuals with minor offenses in district courts versus university students, and strongly discriminates those with antisocial personality disorder from those without this disorder.

Alcoholic Subtype. In order for children from alcoholic families to be identified as offspring of AALs or NAALs, their fathers were classified as one or the other alcoholic subtype. Fathers' scores on the ASB were summed over both childhood and adulthood domains. To be classified as an AAL, the father had to attain a score of 10 or higher on both domains. By using both childhood and adulthood antisocial behavior, rather than a classification based solely on adult functioning to determine alcoholic subtype, the procedure ensured that high-scoring participants had established a developmental trajectory that began early in life with aggressive/antisocial behavior, then moved thereafter into sociopathy during adulthood (i.e., that they exhibited high levels of antisocial behavior both as a child and adult). Thus, the life history for high-scoring participants (AALs) involved a pattern of sustained antisociality, rather than one that was potentially a more epiphenomenal adaptation of adult life.

As noted in the introduction, the Zucker et al. study has been successful in distinguishing AALs from NAALs regarding age of onset, severity, number, life course of alcohol problems, measures of social adaptation, amount and severity of other psychopathology, and salience of family history load for alcoholism. Moreover, although this classification scheme only uses paternal alcoholism and antisociality as the basis for categorization, a substantial amount of other data indicates that the scheme is related to other differences in family functioning (e.g., spousal psychopathology, SES, and marital aggression).

Lifetime Alcohol Problems Score. To determine a parent's degree of alcohol-related difficulty over the life course, the Lifetime Alcohol Problems Score (LAPS) was used. LAPS incorporates information on the primary (onset), variety, and degree of life invasiveness of drinking problems. Information from which LAPS was coded was obtained from the Drinking and Drug History Questionnaire, the SMAST, and the DIS during the family's initial assessment with the project at wave 1.

LAPS consists of three component subscores: (1) the primacy component, or squared inverse of age of first drunkenness; (2) the variety component, or number of areas in which drinking problems are reported; and (3) the life percent component, or measure of the interval between most recent and earliest drinking problem corrected for current age. The measure effectively distinguishes between alcoholics and nonalcoholics, and among levels of severity of DSM-III-R alcohol dependence. The index is also correlated with a wide range of external measures of alcohol-related difficulty, such as blood alcohol concentration level at arrest and treatment involvement.

Child Measures. Child's Current Behavior. Each parent completed the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist-Parent Version (CBCL), which was used to assess child behavior problems. Test-retest reliability of the CBCL has been shown to range from 0.95 over a 2-week interval, to 0.84 over a 3-month interval, whereas parent agreement on CBCL scores falls between 0.62 and 0.69. External validity of the CBCL is adequate, with parent CBCL ratings related to independent raters' perceptions of the child.

The CBCL yields scores on two Broadband factors reflecting externalizing and internalizing behavior, and provides an overall index of child behavior problems known as the Total Behavior Problem score. The CBCL also yields scores on a number of Narrowband factors, but these factors were not used in analyses of the current study to avoid the inherent overlap between scores on Broadband and Narrowband factors. T-scores (that are normed within gender) were calculated for all the CBCL scales to make analyses across child gender more meaningful.

Intellectual Functioning. Current general intellectual functioning for children ages six or older was measured with the Wechsler Intelligence Test for Children-Revised (WISC-R). The WISC-R, a commonly used intelligence measure, was developed for use with children ages 6 through 16. It consists of 12 subtests, with 6 assessing Verbal skills and 6 assessing Performance skills. Scaled scores were calculated for each subtest. In addition, a Verbal IQ, a Performance IQ, and a Full-Scale IQ score were calculated.

The WISC-R was normed on groups that are representative of the U.S. population of children. The average internal reliability coefficients across the entire age range for the Verbal IQ, Performance IQ, and Full-Scale IQ were 0.94, 0.90, and 0.96, respectively. Test-retest reliabilities were similar to those obtained for internal consistency. Adequate validity of the instrument has been established through correlations with other individually administered intelligence tests.

Intellectual functioning in children below the age of six was assessed with the Third Revision (Form L-M) of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (Stanford-Binet). The Stanford-Binet, another commonly used measure of intelligence, consists of subtests designed to measure general mental adaptability. It is used with children as young as age two, as well as with adults. An overall IQ was obtained by calculating the child's obtained Mental Age and comparing it with his or her Chronological age.

Although different IQ measures (Stanford-Binet vs. WISC-R) were administered, depending on the age of the child, scores from these two measures are quite similar, with correlations between Full-Scale IQ on the WISC-R and the Stanford-Binet IQ reported to be 0.82. The only psychometric difference between the two measures is the standard deviation; the WISC-R has a standard deviation of 15, whereas the Stanford-Binet has a standard deviation of 16. To allow pooling of these two sets of data, Stanford-Binet IQs were restandardized to a standard deviation of 15, thus allowing them to be pooled with WISC-R scores.

Academic Achievement. The Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised (WRAT-R) was used to assess children's current academic achievement. The WRAT-R was designed to assess a child's skill in basic academic coding tasks. The test consists of three subtests (Reading, Spelling, and Arithmetic) and yields standard scores, percentiles, and grade ratings (the scores reported herein are the standard scores). It was standardized on a national sample of 5600 individuals, ranging in age from 5 to 74. It is a widely used instrument with adequate reliability and validity. The WRAT-R was only given to children 6 years of age and older.

**RESULTS**

**Demographic Variables**

A 3 (Risk Group) $\times$ 2 (Age Cohort) $\times$ 2 (Child Gender) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted on the following variables: Child's Age, Maternal Age, Paternal Age, Maternal Years of Education, Paternal Years of Education, Annual Family Income, and Family SES. Wilk's lambda was used for all multivariate F-tests. None of the interactions were significant. A main effect $F(7,193) = 56.16, p < 0.01$ was observed for the Age Cohort factor. Univariate ANOVAs showed significant differences only for Child's Age $F(1,200) = 378.11, p < 0.01$, confirming the obvious difference that 6- through 8-year-olds are older than 3- through 5-year-olds, and Maternal...
ANOVAs showed significant differences only for Maternal Age \[ F(1,200) = 19.66 \] PUTLER Age \[ F(1,200) = 3.18 \] better illustrate the main effect observed for the Risk Group factor. Annual Family Income, and Family demographic characteristics of the sample by Risk Group, also observed for the Child Gender factor. Univariate Group factor in the above analysis aggregated across both Age Cohort and Child Gender to Mean fathers = 35.57, SD fathers = 5.39) were older than mothers and fathers of boys (Mean mothers = 31.75, SD mothers = 4.28, Mean fathers = 33.68, SD fathers = 4.56).

Table 2 shows means and standard deviations of the demographic characteristics of the sample by Risk Group, aggregated across both Age Cohort and Child Gender to better illustrate the main effect observed for the Risk Group factor in the above analysis \[ F(14,386) = 3.65, p < 0.05 \]. Univariate ANOVAs showed group differences for Maternal Age, Maternal Education, Paternal Education, Annual Family Income, and Family SES (see Table 2).

Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Difference test (Tukey) with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) were used to identify which groups differed (see Table 2). Mothers in AAL families were younger and had significantly less education than mothers in NAAL and control families. Fathers in AAL families had less education than fathers in NAAL and control families, and fathers in NAAL families had less education than fathers in control families. The Annual Family Income in AAL families was significantly lower than either NAAL or control families. Finally, AAL families had significantly lower SES than NAALs and controls.

**Child Outcome Variables**

Table 3 shows means and standard deviations for child behavior problems, Externalizing Behavior, Internalizing Behavior, and IQ Among Children in AAL, NAAL, and Control Families Across Ages 3–8.

### Table 2. Demographic Characteristics of AAL, NAAL, and Control Families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>AAL (n = 44)</th>
<th>NAAL (n = 94)</th>
<th>Control (n = 74)</th>
<th>Univariate F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child’s Age</td>
<td>5.90 (1.91)</td>
<td>5.52 (1.95)</td>
<td>5.66 (1.51)</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Age</td>
<td>31.16 (4.45)</td>
<td>33.28 (4.29)</td>
<td>33.14 (4.12)</td>
<td>3.70**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paternal Age</td>
<td>34.23 (5.17)</td>
<td>34.97 (5.33)</td>
<td>34.42 (4.70)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Education (yr)</td>
<td>12.58 (1.81)</td>
<td>13.57 (1.90)</td>
<td>13.66 (1.80)</td>
<td>4.23**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paternal Education (yr)</td>
<td>12.66 (1.88)</td>
<td>13.73 (2.24)</td>
<td>14.77 (2.20)</td>
<td>11.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Family Income</td>
<td>32.07 (20.24)</td>
<td>47.90 (23.34)</td>
<td>52.50 (21.88)</td>
<td>11.89***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family SES</td>
<td>291.11 (112.80)</td>
<td>353.80 (150.68)</td>
<td>390.41 (146.64)</td>
<td>6.71**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Annual Family Income is represented in thousand dollar units. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 [df = 2199] for all univariate tests; A ALs < Controls; NA ALs < Controls; A ALs < NA ALs.

### Table 3. Means and SDs of Child Total Behavior Problems, Externalizing Behavior, Internalizing Behavior, and IQ Among Children in AAL, NAAL, and Control Families Across Ages 3–8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>AAL (n = 44)</th>
<th>NAAL (n = 94)</th>
<th>Control (n = 74)</th>
<th>Univariate significant effects (p &lt; 0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBCL Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG, CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG, CG = AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial Risk Group Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG, AC, CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG, AC, CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externalizing Behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG, AC, CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial Risk Group Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG, AC, CG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-Scale IQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial Risk Group Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RG, Risk Group; AC, Age Cohort; CG, Child Gender. CBCL scores are T-scores, and those shown are aggregated across Parent (Mother and Father) reports because there was no significant main effect for this factor.

### Child Behavior Problems

A 3 (Risk Group) × 2 (Age Cohort) × 2 (Child Gender) × 2 (Parent) ANOVA was performed on child outcome variables as described herein.

Age \[ F(1,200) = 8.42, p < 0.01 \], showing that mothers of 6- through 8-year-olds were older than mothers of 3- through 5-year-olds. A main effect \[ F(7,193) = 2.21, p < 0.05 \] was also observed for the Child Gender factor. Univariate ANOVAs showed significant differences only for Maternal Age \[ F(1,200) = 10.08, p < 0.01 \] and Paternal Age \[ F(1,200) = 5.53, p < 0.05 \]. Mothers and fathers of girls (Mean mothers = 33.83, SD mothers = 4.14; Mean fathers = 35.57, SD fathers = 5.39) were older than mothers and fathers of boys (Mean mothers = 31.75, SD mothers = 4.28, Mean fathers = 33.68, SD fathers = 4.56).

Table 2 shows means and standard deviations of the demographic characteristics of the sample by Risk Group, aggregated across both Age Cohort and Child Gender to better illustrate the main effect observed for the Risk Group factor in the above analysis \[ F(14,386) = 3.65, p < 0.01 \]. Univariate ANOVAs showed group differences for Maternal Age, Maternal Education, Paternal Education, Annual Family Income, and Family SES (see Table 2).

Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Difference test (Tukey) with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) were used to identify which groups differed (see Table 2). Mothers in AAL families were younger and had significantly less education than mothers in NAAL and control families. Fathers in AAL families had less education than fathers in NAAL and control families, and fathers in NAAL families had less education than fathers in control families. The Annual Family Income in AAL families was significantly lower than either NAAL or control families. Finally, AAL families had significantly lower SES than NAALs and controls.

### Child Outcome Variables

Table 3 shows means and standard deviations for child behavior problems, Externalizing Behavior, Internalizing Behavior, and IQ Among Children in AAL, NAAL, and Control Families Across Ages 3–8.
performed on Total Behavior Problems T-scores of the CBCL. A main effect for Risk Group was present \( F(2,400) = 14.90, p < 0.01 \). Post-hoc comparisons indicated that children from AAL families had greater problems than children from NAAL and control families \( (p < 0.05) \). Children from NAAL families also had greater problems than children from control families \( (p < 0.05) \). A main effect for Child Gender \( F(1,400) = 19.89, p < 0.01 \) was also observed, with boys having greater problems than girls. No other main effects or interactions were significant.

Given the significant differences in the overall measure of Total Behavior Problems, a 3 \( \times \) 2 \( \times \) 2 (Age Cohort) \( \times \) 2 (Child Gender) MANOVA was also performed for the two Broadband factors of the CBCL. This analysis also showed a main effect for Risk Group \( F(4,798) = 9.34, p < 0.01 \). Univariate tests indicated that these effects were for both Externalizing Behavior Problems (EBPs) \( F(2,400) = 18.16, p < 0.01 \) and Internalizing Behavior Problems (IBPs) \( F(2,400) = 3.31, p < 0.05 \). Post-hoc comparisons indicated that children from AAL families had more EBPs than children from NAAL and control families \( (p < 0.05) \). Children from NAAL families also had greater EBPs than did children from control families \( (p < 0.05) \). Post-hoc tests also showed that children from AAL families had greater IBPs than children from control families \( (p < 0.05) \). The other groups did not differ.

A multivariate main effect also existed for Age Cohort \( F(2,399) = 5.93, p < 0.01 \). Univariate tests indicated that this effect was only significant for IBPs \( F(1,400) = 4.77, p < 0.05 \), with older children showing greater IBPs than younger children.

A multivariate main effect was also found for Child Gender \( F(2,399) = 6.78, p < 0.01 \). Univariate tests indicated that these effects were for both EBPs \( F(1,400) = 5.98, p < 0.05 \) and IBPs \( F(1,400) = 13.52, p < 0.01 \), with boys having greater problems in each area than girls.

Finally, with regard to the MANOVA on CBCL Broadband factors, a significant Risk Group \( \times \) Age Cohort interaction was found \( F(4,798) = 2.48, p < 0.05 \). Univariate tests indicated that this effect was only significant for EBPs \( F(2,400) = 3.29, p < 0.05 \). Although younger children from AAL and control families had higher Externalizing Behavior scores than older children from these families, older children from NAAL families had higher scores than younger children from NAAL families (see Fig. 1 for a graphical representation of this interaction).

**Intellectual Functioning and Academic Achievement.** A 3 \( \times \) 2 \( \times \) 2 (Age Cohort) \( \times \) 2 (Child Gender) ANOVA on child IQ scores revealed a main effect for Risk Group \( F(2,200) = 4.26, p < 0.05 \). No significant main effects of Age Cohort or Child Gender, or any interactions were found. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey showed that children from AAL and NAAL families had lower intellectual functioning than children from control families.
LAPS onto fathers’ Adult ASB, Child ASB, and LAPS. Regressions were run separately for each of the three variables, and the residuals were saved and used as the covariates for further analyses. ANCOVAs were run only for significant main effects or interactions observed in the ANOVA and MANOVA analyses regarding child outcome variables already described.

Before running the ANCOVAs, the two necessary assumptions for conducting such analyses were tested: (1) that the covariates were related to the outcome variable and (2) that the regression slopes were homogeneous across cells. To test the first assumption, hierarchical regressions, including all three covariates, were run for each of the dependent variables. The unique contribution to \( R^2 \) was tested for each covariate \( (p < 0.05) \), and only those variables that provided a unique contribution to the variance were used as covariates in later analyses. All three potential covariates (LAPS, Adult ASB, and Child ASB) made unique contributions to the variance for CBCL Total Behavior Problems and Externalizing Behavior; only her Child ASB made unique contributions to the variance for CBCL Internalizing Behavior; and none of the covariates contributed significantly to the variance for IQ, WRAT-R Reading, WRAT-R Spelling, or WRAT-R Arithmetic (thus no covariate analyses were run on these four variables). In addition, because there was a lack of homogeneity of regression slopes across cells (the second assumption for covariate analyses), the covariates used in analyses were residualized cell-wise.

When the ANCOVAs were run on the pertinent variables, significant differences found in the initial set of analyses remained with the exception that the Risk Group \( \times \) Age Cohort interaction for CBCL Externalizing Behavior and the Risk Group main effect for CBCL Internalizing Behavior were no longer significant. Thus, mothers’ functioning independently contributed to these group differences, but not to the remainder of the findings previously presented.

**DISCUSSION**

The present study demonstrates that, even at very young ages, there are observable differences between children from alcoholic and nonalcoholic families. These differences uniformly involve poorer functioning among the COAs. The study also shows that identified differences in children’s functioning are significantly related to the heterogeneity of the parental disorder, and in particular with regard to behavioral differences, where the subtype of parental alcoholism is a major differentiator of the level of child functioning. The present study thus replicates previous findings from our group and extends them by showing that such differences exist among female, as well as male, COAs. Interestingly, although gender differences were observed, the lack of statistical interactions with children’s gender indicates that boys and girls may not be differentially sensitive to the effects of living with an alcoholic father during this stage of the children’s development.

COAs had higher levels of behavior problems, compared with children from nonalcoholic homes. These results are consistent with past research showing higher levels of behavior problems among COAs. Furthermore, higher levels of problem behavior were present in COAs whose families carried greater risk burdens. This is again consistent with prior work, although the current study adds to previous findings by its use of a typology-based measure of risk burden, and by its finding that these differences are observable even when the children are very young. Whereas children from AAL and NAAL families scored higher on a measure of behavior problems than did children from nonalcoholic families, children from AAL families, exposed to substantially higher levels of various risk factors, scored highest. This was true for young girls as well as boys, although boys scored even higher on behavior problems than did girls. As was the case with a recent study from our group, the present results lend support to a model of risk development that uses a cumulation/nesting theory for the aggregation of parental and family risk. It also demonstrates that such risk cumulation has similar effects on both young female and male offspring.

The fact that the results showed a similar pattern of behavior problems between boys and girls for Total Behavior Problems, Externalizing Behavior, and Internalizing Behavior is especially noteworthy. Lahey and Loeber have noted that girls have a later onset, as well as less externalizing behavior than do boys. However, the current results indicate that early vulnerabilities to aggressive and delinquent behavior are already evident among the female COAs, just as they are for male COAs, and that these vulnerabilities are greatest in those children from AAL families. Longitudinal work is necessary to determine if these relatively small differences (in terms of the absolute magnitude of problem behavior) between COA and control girls become even greater as these girls enter into adolescence and young adulthood, and if girls from the highest risk families continue to have the greatest problems. Such behavior, combined with more positive alcohol expectancies, has been shown to mediate alcohol involvement in young adults. Thus, contingent on the developmental trajectory with these girls, the present findings suggest markers for future alcohol problems and would provide support for the theory that there is at least a subset of female AALs with developmental trajectories similar to their male counterparts.

We have no ready explanation for the interaction for externalizing behavior between risk group and child age. If one looks carefully at the data shown in Table 3, it becomes clear that the effect is attributable to differences in ratings of girls from NAAL families; primarily to higher ratings of the older (6- through 8-year-olds) girls among this subtype. This pattern is different from the other two risk groups. Moreover, this interaction was no longer significant when...
the mother's variables were covaried out of the analyses, indicating that the level of mother pathology plays some role in the effect. One possible explanation is that the mothers in NAAL families become relatively more challenged as the girls reach school age, which in turn impacts the behavior of their older daughters. However, it should also be noted that the number of girls in this older, NAAL subgroup is one of the smaller groups of the study, and the results may simply be a statistical artifact. It will be useful to see if these differences remain when other ratings of current behavior (i.e., teachers' and perhaps the child's own view of himself/herself) are examined as the children grow older.

**Intellectual Functioning and Academic Achievement**

The present investigation also found that offspring of alcoholics had lower levels of intellectual functioning than did children whose parents were not alcoholic. Past research has observed lower IQs in COAs, although some studies have not found the effect. One explanation for the discrepant findings has been the possibility of sampling differences pertaining to the parents' alcoholism subtype. In fact, a preliminary investigation from our group showed that IQ differences between female COAs and non-COAs occurred only among girls coming from AAL homes. In the present larger scale investigation, lower IQs were observed among both groups of children from alcoholic homes, with no reliable difference present between children from AAL and NAAL families. The failure to find subtype differences remains to a degree puzzling, given the subtype variations in parental IQ already observed among these families (Bingham et al. unpublished data). One possibility is that these results will only become observable with increasing age of the children. Another is that they simply do not exist. From this perspective, the differences observed among the adults may be attributable to the long-term effects of their own alcoholism, as well as differences in environmental adversity known to exist among the subtypes.

It should also be noted that although IQs differed between children from alcoholic and control homes, the COA children were still functioning within the normal range. Nevertheless, these results provide additional evidence for a somewhat lower level of intellectual functioning among COAs even at very early stages of development, although without the presence of subtype variability. Further investigations are needed to better understand the discrepancy in findings across studies, with the special need to examine possible specific ability differences that make up such overall intellectual functioning indicators as IQ. This is especially important given the research showing that specialized cognitive functions, in particular involving verbal ability, classification skills, and planning ability, most clearly distinguish COAs from non-COAs.

The current study also found differences between COAs and non-COAs regarding the academic achievement of the children. COAs demonstrated lower levels of Reading, Spelling, and Arithmetic achievement. These results are consistent with previous research findings indicating that COAs show impaired academic functioning relative to non-COAs. Potential differences relating to subtype variability could not be analyzed because the majority of the sample had not reached school age. However, such investigations would be useful in the future.

**Maternal Effects**

Although the study's strategy for alcoholic subtyping was based on the father's level of alcoholism and antisociality, mother's contributions were also examined in the analyses. The direct contribution of the mother's functioning, above and beyond that accounted for by assortative coupling, had little effect on observed group differences with a couple of exceptions. Nonetheless, mother differences have already indirectly entered into these analyses, given the demonstrated differences in assortative mating noted among AALs, NAALs, and Controls. These studies have noted the co-aggregation of father antisociality differences, with differences in mother psychopathology (e.g., more antisocial behavior, higher levels of drinking problems, more depression) and social adaptation (e.g., less education). Thus, the subtype differences reported herein, although based on a classification of families by way of father functioning, indirectly were also accessing maternal covariation.

Maternal factors did uniquely contribute to the determination of differences in children's internalizing behavior. In particular, unique maternal psychopathology variance, involving a combined indicator of lifetime extent of alcohol problems and antisociality, explained a significant portion of the observed group difference between children from AAL, NAAL, and control families. In this regard, Chassin et al. found a unique effect attributed to maternal alcoholism regarding internalizing symptomatology among adolescent children. Steinhausen et al. found an association between maternal alcoholism and emotional disturbance, but not conduct disorder, among child outpatients (mean age of the children was eight) in a psychiatric setting. Thus, the present results, albeit assessing maternal functioning in other areas as well as alcohol problems, also show that this variation is especially important in predicting COAs variation in Internalizing Behavior. From a cumulation of risk perspective, it appears that the risk burden for young children that predicts their Internalizing Behavior is mediated by factors to a greater degree related to maternal psychopathology, whereas their Externalizing Behavior is not (the exception possibly being the Externalizing Behavior of 6- through 8-year-old girls from NAAL families as mentioned previously). However, in both the current study and that of Chassin et al., the observed effects of mothers' contributions on children's internalizing symptomatology were assessed through parent reports of child behavior. Children's
report of their functioning in these areas was not assessed herein due to their young age, and no effect of maternal alcoholism appeared when youth reports of Internalizing Behavior were used in the Chassin et al. analyses. Thus, as noted by Chassin et al., the effects of mothers’ functioning on child Internalizing Behavior must be interpreted with caution, and further investigation is needed.

Concluding Observations

Given the observed differences between both boys and girls in behavioral and cognitive functioning, the present study continues to support evidence from our earlier reports that COA effects are documentable very early in developmental course. The results were predicted on the basis of theory, and they are consistent with a continuity of risk perspective. They are also consistent with several other studies of early adaptation, raising the important question about what the factors are that may sustain or dilute such differences over time. From a prevention perspective, the ability to find an answer to this question is critical.

Nonetheless, there are limitations of the current study, some of which have already been identified. First, even though developmental variation is considered to be an important factor, the current work is cross-sectional. Prospective tracking of these domains is essential, so that developmental changes may be identified. Second, this study examined children’s functioning beginning at a very young age. As part of a longitudinal study focusing on risk factors and child development, it is important to document early differences between alcoholic and nonalcoholic families. However, many problems occur at very low base rates among young children, making the task of identifying possible differences a more difficult one.

Finally, in contrast to the assessment of intellectual and academic functioning, behavior problems were assessed only through parent reports. Thus, there is a possibility that the results obtained, at least in part, reflect parental perception differences between groups, rather than actual behavior differences among the children. This is especially an issue since the level of psychopathology differs substantially among the risk groups. Some prior research on the CBCL has suggested that this may not be an overriding limitation, because psychologically distressed parents do not always rate their children as more disturbed than normal parents. Some studies have also shown parents with psychopathology to rate their children similarly to independent rater sources such as teachers. Yet, the debate continues as to whether greater behavioral problems among children of parents with greater psychopathology are more a function of parents’ negative perceptions or of actual behavior difficulties in the children. In the present study, the fact that other group differences were detected involving observed rather than perceived variables in the present study (i.e., the IQ and achievement scores), and involving behavioral ratings by observers in other studies of these families, provides further support for the conclusion that the child behavior findings are not simply a function of parents’ perceptions. Nevertheless, future studies should continue to obtain information about child functioning from multiple sources to reduce potential biases based on single source reporting of behavior problems.
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